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� Discuss Ross’s visit
� Term projects
� Discussion of readings

� Krugman
� DeMaagd & Moore Computational Economics
� DeMaagd & Moore HICSS
� Enclaves
� Possible extensions

� Next class
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� What I expect will happen over the next 4 weeks

� You’ll work on developing the structure of a publishable paper
� You’ll flesh out most parts of the paper to some degree
� You’ll concentrate on. . .

� Describing the underlying theory
� Describing the model

� A working simulation, even the beginnings of one, would
be most preferred

� You can get my help on this!

� Describe why a complex systems approach is more
appropriate than a traditional approach

� Describe how you handle validation and verification
concerns

� Running (some!) experiments with the model
� Analyzing the experiments (stats, graphs, or otherwise)
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� Less on. . .

� Complete literature review
� Complete set of experimental runs
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� What you’ll turn in

� A paper
� A working model
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� The process (6pm on all dates)

� Turn in outlines and/or drafts as often as you want
� Abstract or introduction section to the paper is due by April 8
� First draft is due by April 15 — the more you give me, the more

I’ll be able to help you
� I’ll review it and get it back to you quickly; no later than April 16
� Final version (paper and simulation) is due by April 28
� You’ll be graded on the quality of the first final draft and the

quality of your responses

� Think of this as submission to a journal and responding to a
journal editor’s criticisms

� But not at such a high level of completeness

� Summer paper later if we’re both interested

� I have already uploaded this file on the wiki
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� “Complex landscapes in economic geography,” by Paul
Krugman, The American Economic Review,
84(2):412–16, May 1994.

� “Computational modeling of city formation”, by Kurt
DeMaagd and Scott Moore, Computational Economics,
30(1):41–56, August 2007.

� “Using classifiers to solve warehouse location problems,”
by Kurt DeMaagd and Scott Moore, Proceedings of the
40th Hawaii International Conference on System
Sciences, 2007.

� “Living in enclaves,” by Domenico Parisi and
Massimiliano Ugolini, Complexity, 7(1):21-7, 2002.
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� What are the general questions that Krugman
addresses with his racetrack model?

� How does he address them? What is his research
approach?

� What is his concept of “proof”?
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From The Concise Encyclopedia of Economics, “To make
economics dynamic rather than static, Marshall used the
tools of classical mechanics, including the concept of
optimization. With these tools he, like neoclassical
economists who have followed in his footsteps, took as
givens technology, market institutions, and people’s
preferences. But Marshall was not satisfied with his
approach. He once wrote that “the Mecca of the economist
lies in economic biology rather than in economic dynamics.”
In other words, Marshall was arguing that the economy is an
evolutionary process in which technology, market
institutions, and peoples preferences evolve along with
people’s behavior.”
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� What are the general questions that DeMaagd and
Moore address with their model?

� How do they address them?
� What is their research approach?
� What is their concept of “proof”?
� If you remained unconvinced, what might they have

done to strengthen their case?
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� We tried

� Express mailing it to Prof. Krugman
� Management Science: 1) Not a good fit for special issue (on

complexity. . . and visualization), and then 2) “The reason is that
there is not much innovativeness either in the modeling or the
simulation methodology. Disregarding minor details, the
modeling seems a fairly straightforward extension from a 1 × 12

problem to 12 × 12 problem. The simulation methodology used
is fairly standard for continuous simulation problems like these.”

� DSS: rejected by editor
� Journal of Political Economy : rejected by editor
� Computational Economics — this is who finally accepted it
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� A quote from Kurt (email to me, January 17, 2006):
“It is one of the papers that I get asked about when people see my
CV; some people apparently want to read it. The academic
community must be some sort of bizzaro-world where people want
to know about this work, but publishers won’t publish it.”
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� What are the general questions that DeMaagd and
Moore address with their model?

� How do they address them?
� What is their research approach?
� What is their concept of “proof”?
� If you remained unconvinced, what might they have

done to strengthen their case?
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� What are the general questions that Parisi & Ugolini
address with their model?

� How do they address them?
� What is their research approach?
� What is their concept of “proof”?
� If you remained unconvinced, what might they have

done to strengthen their case?
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� Andrea:

� Add trade of artifacts amongst the enclaves
� Hypothesize that this would eliminate extinction
� Target: Complexity, Computational Economics

� Suresh:
� Scott:
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� Andrea:
� Suresh:

� Allow trade of artifacts at all different levels
� Investigate affect of an embargo on/by some enclave
� Hypothesize that this would eliminate extinction
� Target: Complexity, Computational Economics

� Scott:
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� Andrea:
� Suresh:
� Scott:

� Implement as an ABM:

� 12x12, 7x144 agents randomly placed
� Run with same parameter values
� Compare to D&M results
� Then. . . Relax perfect information assumption (regional,

sharing information, using IT to share information)
� If that paper goes well. . . Allow laborers to switch from

farming to manufacturing (or vice versa); need some way to
investigate carrying capacity or market efficiency
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� Wanted to establish the acceptance level for this type of
work. . .

� For the purpose of, we hoped, building on it with more
ABM-like models to explore any number of phenomena
in economics

� How did it go?

� Not too good!

� Not really that depressing — just needed to focus on
finding the appropriate audience

� Now it’s time to follow-up with a true agent-based model
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� Wanted to establish the acceptance level for this type of
work. . .

� For the purpose of, we hoped, building on it with more
ABM-like models to explore any number of phenomena
in economics

� How did it go?

� Not too good!

� Not really that depressing — just needed to focus on
finding the appropriate audience

� Now it’s time to follow-up with a true agent-based model
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� We’ll be reading papers about verification of models.
� Your papers

� adsf
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